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OOK UP the dictionary and it will tell you

that Subjectivism is ‘a doctrine that the

supreme good is the realisation of a

subjective experience or feeling such as

pleasure’. 

By turning in two sublime staying

performances in 2021, Subjectivist, a four-year-old bay by

Teofilo out of Reckoning with a small white star on his

forehead, gave particular pleasure to three key people: his

breeder Susan Hearn, his owner Dr Jim Walker and his trainer

Mark Johnston. He also thrilled the racing public with the

dominating nature of his victories in the two races which he

contested: the Group 2 Dubai Gold Cup at Meydan in March

and the Gold Cup at Ascot in July. 

Subjectivist’s story, however, is a little more complicated

than that. Without a change of mind by his breeder he would

never have acquired the set of genes that make him the

exceptional horse he is.  His deserving owner only secured

his Gold Cup winner after racing more than 40 other horses

because someone else turned down the chance to have him.

And the horse who demolished a high-class field for the Gold

Cup last summer may not be seen on a racecourse again until

early next year.  

Breeder Susan Hearn is married to the Matchroom Sport

supremo Barry Hearn, whom some, including Sir Anthony

McCoy, would like to see in a position to transform racing’s

fortunes in the way he has already done for boxing, snooker

and darts. She has been breeding for 30 years at her Mascalls

Stud in Essex. Before Subjectivist her other biggest success

was with his half-brother Sir Ron Priestley, trained by Mark

Johnston to be second in the 2019 St Leger and winner of the

G2 Princess of Wales Stakes at Ascot and Jockey Club Cup at

Newmarket.  Susan is an admirer of Teofilo, Subjectivist’s

sire, but honest about how she came to send her mare

Reckoning to him.

‘I think Teofilo is so underrated. Obviously I am breeding

to sell and his offspring don’t fetch huge sums or I would

have used him more. But as an owner/breeder horse he is

second to none. Reckoning was actually booked to visit Night

of Thunder that year but I started having doubts and Darley

kindly let me switch. It turned out to be a good decision!’

Trainer Mark Johnston loves the whole business of buying

horses.

‘I really enjoy going to sales and I am a great believer in

pedigree. It’s a big challenge to find bargains when you don’t

have an endless pot of money and you are competing against

people who do. I don’t now remember why Sir Ron Priestley

stood out to me so much, but I went back wanting to buy his

The Johnston-trained Subjectivist, owned by
Dr Jim Walker, was recently named the
world’s joint champion stayer for 2021. The
distinguished racing writer ROBIN OAKLEY
tells here the story behind the stable star.
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half-brother, even though Sir Ron Priestley had yet to win a

race at that stage. I was that confident in his ability.’

Sir Ron Priestley had cost 70,000 guineas but Mark

secured Subjectivist for 62,000. The question then was which

of his clients was going to take him on. Enter Dr Jim Walker,

the chief economist with Aletheia Capital based in Hong

Kong whose business life is spent advising fund managers on

investing in Asia. A man of strong views, he appreciates the

irony of an economist owning horses in the UK where

rewards are comparatively poor, but sees it as a hobby he can

afford. 

‘We don’t take lots of foreign holidays and we don’t

travel first class. I just love the sport, love the thrill and love

the people’.

LONG-TIME owner whose green and blue silks

have been sported since 1999 by 43 horses (‘with a

lot of no-hopers among them’) Jim has had horses

with Linda Perratt, Jim Goldie and William Jarvis, but more

with Mark Johnston. Two factors gave him an interest in

acquiring Subjectivist. Firstly, he liked Teofilos. 

‘I’d had a bit of success with Mark in the early 2000s.

Then came Monticello in 2016 and after that Austrian School,

also by Teofilo (and who just happens to be a half-brother to a

certain Tiger Roll). Secondly, I knew that although Sir Ron

Priestley had had only a couple of runs, he was quite highly

thought of by Mark.’ 

The snag was that Mark Johnston and son Charlie have a

strict and honourable policy: ‘When we buy a half-brother or

sister to one of the horses we are training, we offer it to that

owner first.’ 

Mark called Paul Dean, Sir Ron Priestley’s owner and

asked him: ‘Do you want a three parts half-brother to Sir Ron

Priestley?’

Dean said no and the next call was to Jim Walker, who did.

Since then Jim has acquired Subjectivist’s half-sister Alba

Rose for 100,000 guineas, ‘the first and only time I have paid

six figures for a horse’.  Jim gives Charlie Johnston, now on

the training licence with his father, the credit for being the

first to spot Subjectivist’s potential as ‘Charlie felt from the

start he was something special’.

ARK and Charlie, says Jim, tend to bring out their

best staying two-year-olds in seven-furlong races

in June which is when Subjectivist ran second to

the useful Juan Elcano at Haydock, and then second at the

same track to Mystery Power. That pair went on to finish first

and second in the Superlative Stakes ‘while we were winning

a seven-furlong at Chelmsford’. 

When he came back as a three-year-old Subjectivist ran

unfancied in the King George V at Royal Ascot yet finished a

good third at 22-1 after interference. He ran 2nd to Favorite

Moon at Haydock giving him 20lb and then won the Listed

Glasgow Stakes at Hamilton. 

Subjectivist’s first Group victory came in the March

Stakes at Goodwood in August before he ran seventh of 11 in

the St Leger. The race which first earned him serious

attention though was his final run in 2020, the Group One

Prix Royal Oak at Longchamp in October 2020. Just 24 hours

earlier Mark had won another French Group One with Gear

Up at Saint Cloud but neither he nor Jim were on hand to

watch Subjectivist  win over 1m 7 1/2f  for the £114,000 first

prize. Jim was stuck in Hong Kong and with Covid

restrictions in place his trainer, who had flown jockey Joe

Fanning to France, had to watch on his phone at Le Bourget

Princess Anne and the winning connections after Subjectivist’s Gold Cup success
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Jim added: ‘Subjectivist is a very straightforward horse

and Joe is a very straightforward jockey. He doesn’t try to

complicate anything and is perfect for him. Joe has been

riding my horses for 20 years. He’ll tell you what he thinks,

and he doesn’t waste too many words. 

Soon after the Dubai Gold Cup victory there was a scare.

Subjectivist developed a filling in his left foreleg. Visually,

said his trainer, it was a career-ending injury, one that gave

his connections ‘a hell of a fright’ but, amazingly, within 24

hours he had a reasonably clear bill of health and within a

month the colt was fit to resume preparations for his 2021

target, the Gold Cup.

OR the public, led by the racing press, the main

question about that contest over Ascot’s two and a half

miles was whether Stradivarius could match Yeats’s

great achievement in winning the race for a fourth time. He

was odds-on to do so. But the field assembled to take him on

was as strong as any Gold Cup for years. It included the

Derby winner Serpentine, the Irish Derby winner Santiago,

the Melbourne Cup winner Twilight Payment, the Prix du

Cadran winner Princess Zoe, the Doncaster Cup winner

airport as Subjectivist came home five lengths clear of his

seven competitors. 

Mark had been taking on Stradivarius unavailingly with

the likes of Dee Ex Bee, Nayef Road and Sir Ron Priestley,

but he went into 2021 with a new potential challenger in the

shape of Subjectivist who soon confirmed his right to be at

the stayers’ top table with a comprehensive victory in the

Group Two Dubai Gold Cup over two miles on the Meydan

turf in March. 

Subjectivist made it look easy. Making his debut on the

track, regular jockey Joe settled Subjectivist in second, but

towards the end of the back straight eased his mount into the

lead. Entering the final straight the pair were four lengths to

the good. Nothing ever looked like catching them and at the

finish they were five and three-quarter lengths clear of

Walderbe with Away He Goes in third. Significantly, the two

horses who had travelled up with the pace, For The Top and

Volcanic Sky, finished in the last two places. It doesn’t pay to

try to match Subjectivist’s revs and his winning time was a

track record. Says Jim: ‘He gallops so easily that any horse

who challenges him, who tries to keep up with him, fades and

finishes last’.  

ITH hindsight, Subjectivist’s 9-1 price for the

Dubai race looks extremely generous.  It wasn’t as

if he was an unknown at the top level. He had

won the G3 March Stakes at Goodwood in August 2020 and

at Longchamp he had won his first Group One by five

lengths. Both Mark and Jim believe that the generous price

for the Dubai race was explained by the racing media’s belief

that Subjectivist could only go on soft. 

‘His first Group win at Goodwood was on soft, then at

Longchamp he won on heavy’ says Mark.

‘He had won on the all-weather as a two-year-old, but his

best form was on soft. In Dubai it was fast ground compared

to what he had gone on before.’

One other factor in the generous price could have been

that veteran jockey Joe Fanning was making his debut on the

Meydan track. A bold decision by owner and trainer? Not

really says Mark. ‘Joe is well accepted as an exceptionally

good judge of pace and of judging the pace from the front’.
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Spanish Mission and Subjectivist’s stable companion Nayef

Road, who had been second to Stradivarius the year before. 

For Subjectivist there had been another minor scare on the

Friday before Royal Ascot: on his way to the Middleham

gallops he fell over and skinned both knees and his hocks.

Jim, at last able to watch his star in top-class action, told the

The Kingsley Klarion that after the two scares he could have

been described as a wrung-out dishcloth by the time he and

his wife Connie got to Ascot.

N the event, for all the star quality in the field, it proved a

simple, straightforward contest dominated by one horse

and a jockey with real confidence in his horse and in his

own timing. No neck-and-neck duels in the finishing straight,

no final-furlong drama. The race summary for Subjectivist

tells it all: ‘Travelled strongly, tracked leader, led under 4f

out, went clear going easily 3f out, ridden two furlongs out,

kept on strongly inside final furlong. Readily. Impressive.’

Subjectivist simply dominated the race. His cruising speed

took the rest out of their comfort zones and it was just a

matter of when his jockey told him to go. He went in front

four furlongs out, ran the final furlong faster than any of the

rest and won by five lengths. 

It was Mark Johnston, not Stradivarius, who collected his

fourth Gold Cup (after Double Trigger in 1995 and Royal

Rebel in 2002 and 2002) and the Middleham trainer was

understanding about the considerable media space given to

Stradivarius’s defeat after he and Frankie Dettori hit traffic

problems.  

‘It’s a sad day for Stradivarius and I know what it feels like

when a champion like that goes under but it’s going to happen

one day and I’m glad it was us’. 

Had he been confident of the outcome before the race? 

‘I was very hopeful but couldn’t be sure he would be so

dominant. We had begun to think he was significantly better

on soft. The Dubai race was a very spectacular run but we

weren’t quite certain what we’d beaten there’. 

‘It was a tremendous performance at Ascot—as good as I

have ever seen in a staying race’. 

For the victorious 50-year-old jockey there was a rare

tribute after his third Group One victory. His fellow riders

lined up in the Ascot winner’s enclosure to give him a

standing ovation as his trainer declared: ‘Joe is absolutely

perfect at setting the pace. We never tell him where he’s got to

be in the field and it was just a perfect pace all the way

round’.

Jim Walker hadn’t been present in Dubai but this time he

was on hand with his wife.  ‘At the two-furlong pole I turned

to her and said: “He’s got it” --he was five lengths ahead at

that point!’. Now he says with quiet pride: ‘It was easy for

him. He is the best stayer around in the last decade and that

includes Stradivarius at his peak.’ 

It is always good to see top prizes go to the owners who

sustain the sport through thick and thin and for Jim it was the

dream that came true. ‘The Ascot Gold Cup is the pinnacle of

racing for me. The problem now is to lower expectations on

all the other horses and try to get my feet back on the ground’. 

Racing can lift you to the clouds very quickly, but so often

it drops you down again with a thud. Three weeks later, on the

opening day of the Newmarket July Festival, just after his

half-brother Sir Ron Priestley had won the G2 Princess of

Wales Stakes, Mark revealed that Subjectivist had developed

a filling in his right foreleg and that this time there had been

no miracle immediate recovery. He wouldn’t run again that

season. Said Mark: ‘It’s absolutely heartbreaking. The only

positive we can take from it is that at least he did get the

opportunity to show us what he could do.’

It is a measure of the heartbreak that owner, trainer and

breeder share that Mark Johnston, ever the realist, is happy to

bracket Subjectivist with the two greatest horses to have been

through his hands, Attraction and Shamardal. Subjectivist has

taken longer to get to the top level than they did, he says, ‘but

not since their day have I felt that I had a horse which gave

me the feeling there was simply no other horse in the same

bracket’. 

E was convinced that he had only to produce

Subjectivist for last year’s Goodwood Cup to win it.

‘I didn’t think there was a horse in the world,

certainly in Europe, that could match him’. The trainer of

more than 4,000 winners notes that Timeform’s rating of

Subjectivist now puts him ahead of any other Gold Cup

winner this century—a category which includes both Yeats

and Stradivarius. 

Since the revelation of his injury it has been rest and

recuperation for Subjectivist. Jim accepts that even if horses

do recover from this kind of

injury they are not always the

same force on the track

afterwards. 

Mark hopes that Subjectivist

will be able to resume training

later this year with a view to

returning to the track in early

2023.

Meanwhile for Susan and

Barry Hearn there is another

line of hope. Mark was back at

the sales again looking for

another of Reckoning’s progeny,

this time a filly sired by

Ulysses. He was disappointed to

find himself the under-bidder.

Then came a call from the

Hearns about the filly, now

named World Without Love.

Would he like to train her for

them? He now does.    

World Without Love, another of Reckoning’s progeny
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